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Sulfi Kar Amir is an Associate Professor of Science, Technology, and Society, Sociology Programme at the School of Social Sciences at NTU. He is the Acting Director of the NTU Institute of Science and Technology for Humanity (NISTH).

His expertise lies in Science and Technology Studies (STS), Technological Polities, Development and Globalization, Risk and Disaster, Resilience, City and Infrastructure Studies.

Dear NISTH fellows, colleagues, and friends,

Time does fly. It is the third month of the year of 2023. It is the fourth month of my leadership in this institute and I have never been more excited. In the past three months, many things have happened at NISTH and we have been exhilarated by the meetings, events, and collaborations. The most important one is of course the Young Global Leaders (YGL) Programme that went very well. I would like to thank my colleague Asst Prof. Andrew Prahl for being an excellent programme director of YGL Singapore. 35 participants from different countries came to NTU to learn about our research, projects, and laboratories. There were all very excited and impressed by what they saw in our campus, but also at the government facilities and infrastructures around the country. Potential collaborations with some participants
The 2023 March issue of the NISTH newsletter is now out! See what we have been up to and learn about all the happenings at NISTH over the last few months, from events to webinars to distinguished lectures - the details are all there...

Read it [HERE](#)

### NISTH Fellows/IAB/Partners

#### IN THE NEWS

**Art Scene: Art of Animation**

*NISTH Fellow and ADM Asst Prof Bernhard Schmitz* and ADM alumni Ang Qen Shing, Harry and Henry Zhuang, Andre Quek, Mark Wee and Giang Di were featured in Mediacorp's docuseries *The Art Scene*.

Watch it [HERE](#)

**Laavanya Kathiravelu**

News analysis: Budget 2023’s luxury taxes a step in right direction but future moves shouldn’t ‘swing too far’, say experts

Read it [HERE](#)

**Looi Chee Kit**

Commentary: ChatGPT can disrupt education, but it need not be all bad. Here’s how NIE is using it to train teachers

Read it [HERE](#)
Stefan Wuertz

NTU scientists find way to grow fish food from microbes cleared by food processing plants

Read it [HERE](#)

**OTHER EVENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF INTEREST**

**MakanNight! Raising funds? Let's get into the mind of a VC**

**29 Mar 2023; 12:00 PM - 1:30 PM**

Theatre @ NTU Innovation Centre Level 3

Organised by NTUitive, the Makan Night Talk, guest speaker, Mr Chan Yip Pang, Executive Director, Vertex Ventures, Southeast Asia & India, will be discussing how with so many investment opportunities and start-up pitches, what are the key considerations for a Venture Capitalist (VC) when evaluating a potential investment? Don't miss this opportunity to hear it straight from a VC.

[More Details →](#)
To enhance our understanding of the natural environment, Earthlink NTU alongside 60 other partners, will be presenting month-long “Green For Good 2023”. Green For Good 2023 is centered around 4 main themes, Food Sustainability, Biodiversity conservation, Sustainable Living and Sustainable Finance, with a key goal to galvanize collective action from the NTU community to live sustainably. There will be an exciting lineup of workshops, competitions, activities, exhibitions for participants to kickstart their own sustainability journey.

Panic Stations 2.0: ChatGPT-4 intensifies NTU Education

31 March 2023, 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM

The launch of the Chat-GPT 4 version upgrade, brought about significant improvements to its AI capabilities and...
potential uses. **NISTH Fellow, Asst Prof Andrew Prahl**, along with other panellists discusses the developments in ChatGPT-4 and explores the implications on NTU Education and how generative AI will impact teaching and learning practices in higher education.